
CALIX SEAT COVERS
Tailor made solutions
There might be a need for a protection of the seats in a vehicle. Dirty working cloths, tools, etc, and high 
frequency of usage, wear hard on the upholstery. When the original seat cover is under tough conditions, 
it gets dirty and maybe also tears apart, the padding in the seat may even be destroyed whereby both 
comfort and value of the vehicle will decrease.

The solution is tailor made seat covers, mounted in the vehicle preferably when the vehicle is brand new.
In addition to the protective effect our seat covers frequently improve the interior look of a vehicle!
There are many different types and designs of seat covers in our portfolio.

You can easily find the right seat cover solution to your vehicle by using our digital tool, “Seat Cover 
Configurator”.

We develop customer and vehicle specific solutions for the OEMs, all according to the specifications and 
needs from our customer as regards material, design, function and other requirements. 

Perfect fit
The fit of the cover is extremely important if it is to stand tough conditions for many years. Our protective
seat covers have a precise fitting to each seat in almost all vehicles. Each seat model also needs specific 
mounting solutions, and we present smart instructions for all applications to save time and reduce costs.
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Quality
Our company has more than 35 years of experience of manufacturing protective seat covers. Owners of 
vehicles for professional use never compromise regarding quality. The seat covers have high quality fabrics 
which are laminated for best comfort and fit, and produced with strong seams to last for many years. 

Our solutions permit the side-airbags in the seats to function properly.
Pattern preparation, specifications of material and sewing are performed by our design experts.

The feeling of increased comfort gives a happy driver.

How to select
There are seat covers in many different designs and colours, but we make it easy and propose some 
first choices. For light commercial vehicles we recommend either Transport 3.0 or the Stark-range. 
These covers meet your requirements whether you wish the comfort of sitting on fabrics or if you 
prefer a seat cover in leather or artificial leather (which is easy to clean and wipe off). For cars we 
recommend design GT, which you can get in 4 different colours. For trucks design Formata 3.0 is as a 
practical and attractive first choice.
Of course you can also choose between all our other designs, vehicle type does not matter.

Design Stark-range

Interior,  seat cover, design Transport 3.0

Tailor made textile floor mats
We produce and market a range of various accessories in textile, artifi-
cial leather or leather, for protection, storage and safety. 
We measure and produce also tailor made floor mats for commercial 
vehicles, construction machines etc. Each model is unique for the cabin 
and the numbers of pedals.
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